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Based in Sacramento, California, Streetlight Christian Ministries was established
in 2014 with the goal of reaching hurting, needy children and
families in apartment complexes.

English Classes Update
By Heidi Jo King

Here is a quick update on my
ESL (English as a Second Lan-

ships and to address specific linguistic

guage) classes. In the previous

weaknesses.

newsletter I described our first
tentative steps into the unknown
waters of ESL, beginning with one
student, Palwasha, and no curriculum. Two months later, I now
have a thorough, easy-to-use curriculum and a total of 6 students:
1 Spanish student and 5 Muslim
(Afghani) students.
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and at a local community college, and
is much more advanced. Therefore, the
purpose of our class time is primarily
focused on conversational skills; which,
obviously, requires mostly conversing.
In our class today we spent the majority
of our time comparing and contrasting
her religion and the Qur'an versus my
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individually to cultivate personal friend-
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These families from Afghanistan were evacuated from their country
for personal safety. The men had defected to the US military and were in

starting at a very basic level, and two

danger once they were caught. They

others are far enough ahead that dur-

have arrived within the last three years

ing class, they frequently explain things

and are still trying to find an identity in

to my lowest level students. To be more

this new country. It is a vulnerable time

efficient and for the benefits of group

for their families, so something like an

work, I hold a class with these four la-

English class is an open door to impact

dies twice a week in our apartment.

their lives through friendship. I want to

(Theoretically, that is. The second day

be a living example of Christ as I inter-

was the only time all my students were

act with them multiple times weekly.

present simultaneously.) Weekly, I also

Join us in prayer.

spend one day visiting their apartments

Experiencing Logan Park
By Jeff & Marcina Stoltfus
(Interns from Faith Builder’s Educational Programs)

CAPTIONS: (clockwise from bottom)
Heidi Jo listening to stories,
Snacks all ready to serve,
Bible story at Kids’ Club,
Marcina tutoring,
Jeff playing with kids at Kids’ Club,
Girls showing their project,
Bumble bee pancake project,
Lavern tutoring.

Relational
Ministry is not
meant to be a
short-term
experience.

With eyes and hearts wide
open, we arrived at Logan Park. Beauty surrounded us in every direction.
Stately palm tree waved their fronds
placidly in the spring breeze, welcoming us to the apartment complex that
would be our home for the next five
weeks. Various shades of blue skies
beckoned us outdoors. African violets
and gardenia bushes bloomed cheerily. We saw children, smiling and talking as they walked across parking lots.
Mothers played with their preschoolers at the park, and the music
of the ice cream truck wafted in
through the window.
It did not take us many days
to recognize though that pain and
confusion is often hidden away beneath beautiful facades and temporary improvements. Children who
often look you in the eye and respond
with gratitude sometimes cower in
fear or yell cuss words beyond their
comprehension. Good intentions and
well-laid plans become futile if they
never produce change or pass inspection. Even breathtaking plants and
landscapes become less prevalent and
even rare when you make your way
toward the back of the apartment
complex.
This is why we count it an
incredible privilege to have been able
to step in beside the Yoder family, live
next door with Miss Heidi and Miss
Heidi Jo, and see a picture of what it
looks like to impact darkness with
light, to bring a bit of love, kindness,

and hope into a broken, defensive
world.
Walking with someone in this
world is one of the best ways to learn
from their perspective and experience. We saw light breaking into the
darkness of low self-esteem and selfdoubt as adolescent boys learned
how to swing a hammer and build
something useful and worthwhile—a
masterpiece of their very own. We
were reminded of the power of presence when a young teenager came
alive during her tutoring hour—not
because she needed help with her
math, but because she needed someone who cared enough to listen and
engage.
We were encouraged by the
boundless opportunities that exist in a
location so closely connected with
people. We found ourselves overwhelmed with how simple the solutions seem, yet how complex the execution sometimes becomes. We left
challenged by the generosity and contentment we sensed in those serving
at Streetlight Christian Ministries.
Five weeks spent in Sacramento was long enough to remind us
that relational ministry is not meant
to be a short-term experience. Relationships demand commitment, and
after just five weeks, we felt the pull
and the ache of saying goodbye so
soon. Yet we take confidence, as Paul
did in 1 Corinthians 1:6 that “he who
began a good work in you will carry it
on to completion until the day of
Christ Jesus.”

Boys’ Craft Class
By Lavern Yoder
Over the years as we have done numerous classes
for girls, we have often wished we could have a class for
boys. But since I’m usually the only man around, we have
been slow to move forward with it. When Jeff and Marcina
came for 5 weeks, it felt like the opportunity that we were
waiting for. So, we planned a class for boys. Jeff and I sat
down and planned a project building bird feeders. Jeff was
certainly the brains behind the project. He bought the wood
and made the plans for what the feeders should look like.
We spent some time knocking on doors and soon found the
boys that became our class. We built the bird feeders and
also spent some time on a character lesson each of the 4
classes. I had the privilege of working alongside the boys and
seeing a few banged thumbs, while we built relationships
with these 7 boys. We ended our class with a pizza party.

Building Project Update
By Lavern Yoder
The building is progressing. We have the rough
plumbing and electrical finished and the drywall is hung. We
are in the process of finishing up the drywall so we can paint
and then install the fixtures. Because we are planning on
having more people than an office building, we must have a
firewall between our space and the one beside and behind
us. So we are working on complying with those regulations.
It basically requires using special drywall that gives a 1 hour
barrier against fire. The complicated piece is that there are
numerous places that require some work. There is a door to
frame over, a section near the roof that has no drywall, and a
steel beam that must have drywall over it because the steel
is not fire rated. Also there are wires running here and there
that require special fire caulking if they run through the firewall.
The last inspector said that we will never pass final
inspection until the porch ceiling is fixed. Our landlord has
been planning on fixing it so I offered that a group of German
Baptist youth would tear it down if he would get it fixed as
soon as he can. In one day all the stucco and wire was removed. Our landlord was impressed! With how quickly we
have worked on things, our landlord is trying to get some
things done as well. He is replacing the electrical panel and
put new flooring in a room without flooring. We are very
thankful for a good relationship with our landlord.
Thank you for your continued support and prayer
for this project. It is costing more than we projected but we
are praying that our budget can be stretched to accommodate the additional cost.

CAPTIONS: (top to bottom)
Boys’ Craft class,
Lavern playing with the
boys,
Jeff teaching the boys,
Nazhyre pounding nails for
his birdhouse,
Demolition crew,
New flooring in the back
room,
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Blessings


A good working relationship with
Noel, our landlord.



The Modesto German Baptist
youth who continue to bless us
with work days



Plenty of work for Heidi and Lavern
in the public schools

“Lift up your eyes and look on the fields, for they
are white already to harvest.” (John 4:35)
“If you all are running a program, I want my boys in it.” (boys’ craft class mom)
“You seem to be doing well in Logan Park and are peaceful in the middle of it
all. Do you have a Bible study I could come to?” (random lady we hadn't met
before)
“Can’t we have classes more often? (current ESL students)

Prayer Requests


The youth who are doing vandalism in Logan Park.



The building project, that things
would continue to progress, and
funds would be available



An ESL teacher/program planner
to replace Heidi Jo at the end of
her term

“I want to be friends. My children need to play with good children. How do I
keep my children from being bad?” (next door neighbor)
“Do you all have a church that you recommend? I would like a good Bible
study.” (moms of kids who come for fruit)

“My son needs a male to look up to. I wish he could spend more time with
you.” (grandma who is raising her grandson)
“My children don’t really need tutoring, but please sign them up!” (another
mom)
“Can you teach my friends English too?” (current ESL students)
“I would skip anything for tutoring.” (current tutoring student)

